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  Nuuk 

April 29th ,2021 
 

 
 

Cancellation (UN) on some scheduled flights from Copenhagen  

 

Dear Agents 

The Authorities has just announced a reopen to Greenland but with a limit for how many 
passengers can entre Greenland per flight/week. To meet the authorities' Air Greenland have 

adjust the flights from Copenhagen to Kangerlussuaq. 

 The adjustment means that some scheduled flights now are cancelled, and passengers will be 
rebooked to nearest available flight. This will be informed on respective travel agent's queues. 

 
Please be aware of the requirements and instructions given by the authorities when traveling 

to Greenland and to stay informed on the Greenland Medical Office’s website www.nun.gl 

 
The further assessment will still take place through www.Sullissivik.gl 

 

If the traveler has not had the opportunity to secure a negative COVID-19 test before 
departure we must refer to contact the authorities by e-mail on corona@nanoq.gl or by phone 

+299 80 11 00 
 

You can find more information via our FAQ which you will find on or website 

www.airgreenland.com  
 

 
Guidelines for change and refund on cancelled (UN) flights between Copenhagen and 

Kangerlussuaq 

 
Affected fare classes are all international fares to/from Denmark and domestic fare classes 

issued in connection with the international ticket. 

 
Refund allowed 

Travel agents themselves must take responsibility for cancel/refund of affected PNR and 
following refund waiver code must be inserted by the agent:  

FE INVOL REFUND AUTH BY GL DUE COVID19 RESTRICTIONS. 

 
Change allowed 

Affected tickets can be changed to a future date on same routing and comparted until July 
31st, 2021. 

In need of Involuntary re-issue/exchange of an economy ticket if same class is not available, 

Involuntary re-issue is allowed up to x/cl.  
Involuntary re-issue/exchange must be made with original fare basis and fare price; original 

fare rules will then persist/apply.   
 

Following waiver codes must be inserted by the agent:  

 

http://www.nun.gl/
http://www.sullissivik.gl/
mailto:corona@nanoq.gl
http://www.airgreenland.com/
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ECONOMY:  
FE INVOL RBK AUTH BY GL DUE COVID19 SAME ROUTE AND COMPARTM UP TO X-CL  

 

BUSINESS:  
FE INVOL RBK AUTH BY GL DUE COVID19 SAME ROUTE AND SAME CLASS  

 
Change fee: Waived 

 
Once ticket is changed – original fare rules will apply 

 

Air Greenland's messaging system remains out of order. 

As Air Greenland notification/messaging system still have error affected reservations will not 

be informed. This means that all agents must ensure that customers receive the cancelation 

notification. 

Travel agents themselves must take responsibility for PNR in accordance with what is stated in 

Air Greenland's COVID-19 https://www.airgreenland.com/travel-info/before-travel/covid-19 

which will regularly be updated, and which should be visited regularly for changes in the 

general ticket rules. 

You can find sent information through the Air Greenland Agent Help Center on 

https://agent.airgreenland.com/hc/en-us   

 
 

 
Best Regards  

  

Air Greenland A/S  
Key Account Managers 

https://www.airgreenland.com/travel-info/before-travel/covid-19
https://agent.airgreenland.com/hc/en-us

